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our mission

Authenticity is what we believe in.
Real stories are what we tell.

We create art at its most compelling form. How? Through the collaboration of minds. 
Together, we work to capture and construct a single, unified story. Why? For the sake and 
love of the craft, itself. Driven by the ability to create content that changes and reshapes our 
world, every piece we work on is derived from our core beliefs. 

Creating and sharing real stories from authentic brands, who aren’t afraid of making their 
stance known, has been such an honor. Our platform is designed for influencers, movers and 
shakers, trail blazers, game changers, and transformational leaders interested in leaving the 
world a little better than they found it.

Everyone has the capacity to make a difference, we’d love to assist you along the way. 

FEATURED COMPANIES WE’VE WORKED WITH
We are fortunate to work alongside world-class brands. Here are a few brands who we helped build their online presence.

Click the frames to see the CPD Vimeo Showcase.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/commercialproduction
https://vimeo.com/showcase/commercialproduction
https://vimeo.com/showcase/commercialproduction
https://vimeo.com/showcase/commercialproduction
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*PICTURE*
Blank Canvas
Aerial Canvas is committed to investing in the employees within the
company. 

Our goal is to create a space where Aerial Canvas can be a platform for 
aspiring filmmakers to become future industry leaders. CPD Blank Canvas is 
a program that will help with exactly that. 

Within this program, you will have the opportunity to learn the
fundamentals of filmmaking, experience working on CPD productions, 
develop connections with industry leaders and ultimately be a trusted role 
player within the CPD department.

So welcome to the CPD Blank Canvas. Let’s grow together.
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We understand your love and hunger for filmmaking and we want to help 
you grow. In order to participate, there are several guidelines within Aerial 
Canvas that must be met:

Full-Time Employee
- Average 40+ hours per work week

6-Months Minimum in Current Role as Creative Specialist

Must be a Senior Creative Specialist (CS III)
- Part 107 Certified
- Mastered everything up to Luxury Packages, Client Stories, Home
  Intro & Outro’s, Lifestyle

Cannot be on Probation

Positive PTO Balance

Endorsement required from Management (2 out of 3):
- Executive Creative Director, Commercial Production
- Executive Producer, Commercial Production
- Manager, Creative Specialist
- Training Manager, Creative Specialist

CPD Blank Canvas Form filled out:
- https://forms.monday.com/forms/dce9d0a07d1fd55684f267db1a6f915e
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There is an abundance of opportunities for us to share and you to gain. 
Your growth is importance to us. Here are the opportunities you can
expect from being in the program:

Gain Experience and Knowledge in Film Production
- Be involved on CPD film sets
- Film production seminars and workshops

Mentorship

Business Acumen
- Production etiquette
- Client consultations

Develop into Desired Specialization
- Potential for Commercial Production contracts

Build Film Production Network
- Work and connect with film professionals

blank canvas

opportunities 
for growth
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These requirements are not necessary, but they will help you get farther 
ahead:

Film Degree or Equivalent Experience
Hunger to Learn
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requirements
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road map
In this road map, you will be discovering and developing your pathway as a 
filmmaker. Here’s a progression that you can expect the further you 
become invested into the program:

1. BTS Photographer/Filmmaker (Shadow)
2. Assistant Crew Role (PA, 1ST AD, 1ST AC, 2ND AC, BEST BOY, GRIP)
3. Lead Crew Role (DIRECTOR, DP, GAFFER, KEY GRIP)

*PICTURE*
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In order to be successful and compliant within the program, we require all 
candidates to do the following:

1. After every opportunity, CS needs to fill out a questionnaire to share   
    what they learned:
     - https://aerialcanvas.typeform.com/to/Z34tAhHi
2. It is the CS responsibility to progress in their individual role.
3. Mandatory attendance on seminars and workshops

Aerial Canvas is investing into the growth of the candidates within the 
program. 

When candidates are helping on set (Stage 1 & 2), candidates are only 
allowed to clock in up to 8 working hours (If a candidate wants to stay past 
their 8 working hours to learn and experience more, they are more than 
welcome to volunteer to do so).

road map

primary rules
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In the beginning, you will be gaining insight on what pathway you want to 
take:

1st Stage (1-3 Sessions)
- BTS Photographer/Filmmaker (Shadow)
- Confirm Specialization and Interest(s)
- Create Subject Matter Expert Pathway

road map

1st stage
(1-3 sessions)
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As you progress, you will be working on set and gaining first hand
experience:

2nd Stage (5-10 Sessions)
- Crew Role (PA, 1ST AC, 2ND AC BEST BOY, GRIP)
- Understanding Black Magic Cinema Camera Basics

road map

2nd stage
(5+ sessions)
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In the most important stage, you will be practicing what you have learned 
to produce consistent and quality work from our products in the following 
order:

3rd Stage (10+ Sessions)
- Consistent & Quality Work
- Understanding Professional Grade Basics
- Qualifies for Commercial Production Contracts
- <$4,000 CPD Projects
          - CPD Care Package
          - Walk and Talk
          - Client Stories
          - Transformation Stories
          - Community Stories
- >$4,000 CPD Projects
          - Listing Commercial
          - Home Stories
          - Agent Stories

road map

3rd stage
(10+ sessions)
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Now that you have learned how to execute the CPD products on a 
consistent basis, this is your opportunity teach your fellow peers what you 
learned:

4th Stage (10+ Sessions)
- Mentorship of candidates in the previous stages

road map

4th stage
(10+ sessions)
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In the final stage, you will be expected to prove your subject matter 
expertise:

Final Stage (10+ Sessions)
- Subject Matter Expert (SME) Certification
     - Director
     - Director of Photography
     - Gaffer
     - Key Grip
- Create Branded Content

road map

final stage
(10+ sessions)
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thank you

For more information about
the Commercial Production Dept,

visit aerialcanvas.com/cpdinfo

http://aerialcanvas.com/cpd


CPD Info
aerialcanvas.com/cpdinfo

CPD Blank Canvas Intake Form
https://forms.monday.com/forms/dce9d0a07d1fd55684f267db1a6f915e

CPD Blank Canvas Development Form
https://aerialcanvas.typeform.com/to/Z34tAhHi
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